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Sampling:Sampling: is a convenient process of obtaining information representative of the population being is a convenient process of obtaining information representative of the population being 
studied. (eg. distribution of gold particles in river sand).studied. (eg. distribution of gold particles in river sand).
Sampling is the process of selecting a small number of elements from a larger defined target 
group of elements such that the information gathered from the small group will allow judgments to 
be made about the larger groups.
Census: is an investigation of Census: is an investigation of allall the individual elements of the systemthe individual elements of the system

Population

A sample is a subset of a
larger population of objects in 
the whole population
Sampling saves time, money andPopulation

Sample
Sampling saves time, money and
extended effort to get data from
the whole population in question.
Statistics converts sample data 
into information



Reasons for SamplingReasons for Sampling
 Budget and time Constraints (in case of large Budget and time Constraints (in case of large populations)populations)
 reasonable degree of accuracy and reliability (if reasonable degree of accuracy and reliability (if sample is representative of population) sample is representative of population) 
 Sampling and CensusSampling and Census--takingtaking
 The sampling unit needs to be defined according to The sampling unit needs to be defined according to objectives of the sampling project. objectives of the sampling project. 
 As knowledge of the population increases, sampling As knowledge of the population increases, sampling methodology can be changed.methodology can be changed.



Issues in Sample Design and Selection Issues in Sample Design and Selection 
 Availability of Information Availability of Information –– always not available.always not available.
 Geographical Considerations Geographical Considerations –– The number and dispersion The number and dispersion of population elements may determine the sampling of population elements may determine the sampling technique used (e.g. cluster sampling). Inaccessibility, no technique used (e.g. cluster sampling). Inaccessibility, no roads, bridges etc.roads, bridges etc.
 Seasonality: MonsoonSeasonality: Monsoon-- nonnon--Monsoon, TouristMonsoon, Tourist-- nonnon--TouristTourist
 Statistical Analysis Statistical Analysis –– This should be performed only on This should be performed only on samples which have been created through probability samples which have been created through probability sampling (i.e. not sampling (i.e. not nonnon--probabilityprobability sampling)sampling)



Sampling ProceduresSampling Procedures
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or non-probability sampling 
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Defining the Target PopulationDefining the Target Population
 The target population is that complete group The target population is that complete group whose relevant characteristics are to be whose relevant characteristics are to be determined through the sampling. In our case, determined through the sampling. In our case, what is it?what is it?
 A target population may be, for example, sands A target population may be, for example, sands of the Jhelum River, all Himalayan rivers with of the Jhelum River, all Himalayan rivers with  A target population may be, for example, sands A target population may be, for example, sands of the Jhelum River, all Himalayan rivers with of the Jhelum River, all Himalayan rivers with known Au deposits, nonknown Au deposits, non--IndoIndo--Gangetic Rivers eg Gangetic Rivers eg Chambal.  Chambal.  
 The target group should be clearly delineated. eg. The target group should be clearly delineated. eg. river sandriver sand



Sampling FrameworkSampling Framework
 The sampling frame is a list of all those population The sampling frame is a list of all those population elements that will be used in the sampleelements that will be used in the sample
 Examples of sampling frames are: major and minor Examples of sampling frames are: major and minor tributaries; seasonal or nontributaries; seasonal or non--seasonal rivers, flood deposits, seasonal rivers, flood deposits, river channels, water bodies associated with rivers eg. river channels, water bodies associated with rivers eg. river channels, water bodies associated with rivers eg. river channels, water bodies associated with rivers eg. lakes, rivers with dams without dams etclakes, rivers with dams without dams etc
 Often, the list does not include the entire population. The Often, the list does not include the entire population. The discrepancy is often a source of error associated with the discrepancy is often a source of error associated with the selection of the sample (sampling frame error)selection of the sample (sampling frame error)



Total number samples needed to Total number samples needed to have a representative sample?have a representative sample?
Generally the larger the better, but Generally the larger the better, but that takes more time and money.that takes more time and money.

DETERMINING SAMPLE SIZE

that takes more time and money.that takes more time and money.
Answer depends on:Answer depends on:

––How different ( heterogeneous) or How different ( heterogeneous) or dispersed the population is.dispersed the population is.
––Desired level of confidence/accuracy.Desired level of confidence/accuracy.



ProbabilityProbability
Simple random Simple random samplingsampling
Systematic random Systematic random samplingsampling

NonprobabilityNonprobability
Convenience Convenience samplingsampling
Judgment Judgment 

TYPES OF SAMPLING METHODS

samplingsampling
Stratified random Stratified random samplingsampling
Cluster samplingCluster sampling

Judgment Judgment samplingsampling
Quota samplingQuota sampling



Probability and Probability and 
NonNon--Probability SamplingProbability Sampling

 Probability Sampling Probability Sampling –– Every element in Every element in the population under study has a nonthe population under study has a non--zero zero probability of selection to a sample, and probability of selection to a sample, and every member of the population has an every member of the population has an every member of the population has an every member of the population has an equal probability of being selectedequal probability of being selected
 NonNon--Probability Sampling Probability Sampling –– An arbitrary An arbitrary means of selecting sampling units based means of selecting sampling units based on subjective considerations, such as on subjective considerations, such as personal judgment or convenience. It is personal judgment or convenience. It is less preferred to probability sampling less preferred to probability sampling 



Probability Sampling (1)Probability Sampling (1)
 Simple Random Sampling Simple Random Sampling –– This is a This is a technique which ensures that each technique which ensures that each element in the population has an equal element in the population has an equal chance of being selected for the samplechance of being selected for the sample

 Example: Choosing raffle tickets from a drum, Example: Choosing raffle tickets from a drum, computercomputer--generated selections, randomgenerated selections, random--digit digit telephone dialingtelephone dialing
 The major advantage of simple random The major advantage of simple random sampling is its simplicitysampling is its simplicity



Probability Sampling (2)Probability Sampling (2)
 Systematic Sampling Systematic Sampling –– This is a technique in This is a technique in 

which an initial starting point is selected by a which an initial starting point is selected by a 
random process, after which every nth number random process, after which every nth number 
on the list is selected to constitute part of the on the list is selected to constitute part of the 
samplesamplesamplesample
 Example: while taking samples, without bias, samples Example: while taking samples, without bias, samples 

are selected randomly  (say) every 2 meters. The are selected randomly  (say) every 2 meters. The 
sampling interval in this case would equal 2.sampling interval in this case would equal 2.

 For systematic sampling to work best, the list should be For systematic sampling to work best, the list should be 
random in nature and not have some underlying random in nature and not have some underlying 
systematic pattern systematic pattern 



Probability Sampling (3)Probability Sampling (3)
 Stratified Sampling Stratified Sampling –– This is a technique which in which This is a technique which in which 

simple random subsimple random sub--samples are drawn from within different samples are drawn from within different 
strata that share some common characteristic. strata that share some common characteristic. 
 Example: investigated rivers can be divided by length, Example: investigated rivers can be divided by length, 

number of tributaries,  amount of water carried number of tributaries,  amount of water carried 
(discharge), rivers with dams/without.(discharge), rivers with dams/without.(discharge), rivers with dams/without.(discharge), rivers with dams/without.

 Stratified Sampling has the advantage of giving more Stratified Sampling has the advantage of giving more 
representative samples and less random sampling error; representative samples and less random sampling error; 
the disadvantage lies therein, that it is more complex the disadvantage lies therein, that it is more complex 
and information on the strata may be difficult to obtainand information on the strata may be difficult to obtain



Convenience sampling relies 
upon convenience and access 

Judgment sampling relies upon belief 
that samples fit characteristics

NON PROBABILITY SAMPLING METHODS

that samples fit characteristics

Quota sampling emphasizes representation
of specific characteristics. eg coarse sands



NonNon--Probability Sampling Probability Sampling 
 Convenience Sampling Convenience Sampling –– This is a sampling This is a sampling technique which selects those sampling units technique which selects those sampling units most conveniently available at a certain point in  most conveniently available at a certain point in  a certain period, or time a certain period, or time 

 Major advantages of convenience sampling is that is Major advantages of convenience sampling is that is quick, convenient and economical; a major disadvantage quick, convenient and economical; a major disadvantage is that the sample may not be representativeis that the sample may not be representative
 Convenience sampling is best used for the purpose of Convenience sampling is best used for the purpose of exploratory research and supplemented subsequently exploratory research and supplemented subsequently with probability samplingwith probability sampling



NonNon--Probability Sampling (2)Probability Sampling (2)
 Judgment (purposive) Sampling Judgment (purposive) Sampling –– This is a sampling This is a sampling 

technique in which the scientist selects the sample based technique in which the scientist selects the sample based 
on judgment about some appropriate characteristic of the on judgment about some appropriate characteristic of the 
sample memberssample members

 Example 1: Gold (AU) particles are placer deposits and Example 1: Gold (AU) particles are placer deposits and 
can be better estimated knowing the sediment can be better estimated knowing the sediment 
characteristics of a river selected. Bias in the system?characteristics of a river selected. Bias in the system?

 Example 2: single river, many rivers, the entire drainage Example 2: single river, many rivers, the entire drainage 
system, only tributaries.system, only tributaries.



NonNon--Probability Sampling (3a)Probability Sampling (3a)
 Quota Sampling Quota Sampling –– This is a sampling technique in This is a sampling technique in 

which the  researcher ensures that certain which the  researcher ensures that certain 
characteristics of a population are represented in characteristics of a population are represented in 
the sample to an extent which is he or she the sample to an extent which is he or she 
desires, Au in tributaries of major rivers.desires, Au in tributaries of major rivers.desires, Au in tributaries of major rivers.desires, Au in tributaries of major rivers.



NonNon--Probability Sampling (3b)Probability Sampling (3b)
 Quota Sampling has advantages and Quota Sampling has advantages and 

disadvantages:disadvantages:

 Advantages include the speed of data collection, less Advantages include the speed of data collection, less  Advantages include the speed of data collection, less Advantages include the speed of data collection, less 
cost, the element of convenience, and cost, the element of convenience, and 
representativeness (if the subgroups in the sample are representativeness (if the subgroups in the sample are 
selected properly) selected properly) 

 Disadvantages include the element of subjectivity Disadvantages include the element of subjectivity 
(convenience sampling rather than probability(convenience sampling rather than probability--based based 
which leads to improper selection of sampling units) which leads to improper selection of sampling units) 



Cluster Sampling…Cluster Sampling…
 A A cluster samplecluster sample is a simple random sample of groups or is a simple random sample of groups or clusters of elements (vs. a simple random sample of individual clusters of elements (vs. a simple random sample of individual objects).objects).
 This method is useful when it is difficult or costly to develop a This method is useful when it is difficult or costly to develop a complete list of the population members or when the population complete list of the population members or when the population elements are widely dispersed geographically. Used more in the elements are widely dispersed geographically. Used more in the elements are widely dispersed geographically. Used more in the elements are widely dispersed geographically. Used more in the “old days”.“old days”.
 Cluster sampling may increase sampling error due to similarities Cluster sampling may increase sampling error due to similarities among cluster members.among cluster members.





Graphical Depiction of Graphical Depiction of 
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Nonresponse Error…Nonresponse Error…
……refers to error (or refers to error (or biasbias) introduced when responses are not ) introduced when responses are not 

obtained from some members of the sample, i.e. the sample obtained from some members of the sample, i.e. the sample observations that are collected may not be representative of the observations that are collected may not be representative of the target population.target population.
eg. samples collected from river muds instead of river sands.eg. samples collected from river muds instead of river sands.



Sampling Errors (1)Sampling Errors (1)
 Random Sampling Error Random Sampling Error –– This is defined as the This is defined as the “difference between the sample result and the “difference between the sample result and the result of a census conducted using identical result of a census conducted using identical procedures” and is the result of chance variation procedures” and is the result of chance variation in the selection of sampling unitsin the selection of sampling units
 If samples are selected properly (for e.g. through If samples are selected properly (for e.g. through the technique of randomization), the sample is the technique of randomization), the sample is usually deemed to be a good approximation of usually deemed to be a good approximation of the population and thus capable of delivering an the population and thus capable of delivering an accurate resultaccurate result
 Usually, the random sampling error arising from Usually, the random sampling error arising from statistical fluctuation is small, but sometimes the statistical fluctuation is small, but sometimes the margin of error can be significant margin of error can be significant 



Sampling Errors (2)Sampling Errors (2)
 Systematic (NonSystematic (Non--Sampling) Errors Sampling) Errors –– These errors These errors 

result from factors such as an improper researchresult from factors such as an improper research
 Both Random sampling errors and systematic Both Random sampling errors and systematic 

(non(non--sampling) errors reduce the accuracy of the sampling) errors reduce the accuracy of the (non(non--sampling) errors reduce the accuracy of the sampling) errors reduce the accuracy of the 
result and consequently the value of the result and consequently the value of the 
information. information. 

 Sample frame errorSample frame error occurs when certain occurs when certain 
elements of the population are accidentally elements of the population are accidentally 
omitted or not included on the listomitted or not included on the list



Random and NonRandom and Non--Random SamplingRandom Sampling



Putting an hypothesis to work: Putting an hypothesis to work: 
creating biases??creating biases??



THANK YOU!!THANK YOU!!


